
Hon. 470 

BOT Chapter 3 

Key: CIA trying to tie Oswald to a “Red Plot”... .with the ploy that he was 

in contact with Valery Kostikov (Soviet super-agent: Allegedly the Wet Acts and 

Subversion in the Western Hemisphere. ... 

CIA was attempting to link Oswald, the alleged assassin of JFK to the Russians and 

Cubans. . See Alvarado Ugarte’s wild tale of exchange of $6,500 to Oswald from a 

red-headed Cuban outside of the Cuban Consulate in Mexico City. ... 

The Ugarte bomb was dropped on Washington at the time LBJ/Hoover/and 

Katzenbach had agreed on a political solution to the Kennedy assassination. This 

was Sunday night 11/24, the day Oswald was assassinated. 

Solution: Oswald did the crime and he acted alone there was no 

conspiracy, foreign or domestic. 

FBI went ahead with CD-1 and leaked the conclusions (Oswald as lone 

assassin) to the press beginning as early as November 27". This was to preempt 

the national press and CD-1 was made available to the State Department, Secret 

Service, and, especially, the CIA. 

This was a clear message to the CIA to stop its plotting to push the US into an 

invasion of Cuba and get with the message..... This is what the new president 

wanted. Get on board and accept the national policy. 

To put the CIA on notice that its machinations to force LBJ to support a 

CIA/military launch another “Bay of Pigs” to topple the Castro govt. was a non- 

starter. Once CD-1s conclusions were leaked to the press and made available 

to the higher reaches of the federal govt. the CIA’s “Red Plot” scenario had to be 

dropped. In order to make the case so the CIA fully understood FBI sent Larry 

Keenan to Mexico City. .. .Keenan delivers the message to Ambassador Mann and 

to Winn Scott, Chief of the MC Station. .. .Keenan’s message was that Hoover 

(and LBJ) were satisfied that Oswald killed JFK and he acted alone... .no foreign 

or domestic connections. .. Kaput the “Mexico City Plot”...


